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VAPS KNOWLEDGE SERVICES INTRODUCTION
VAPS Knowledge services is a pioneer in IT services and is based in Bangalore specializing in education
services. We have been in the education domain services for more than 10 years with many elite customers all
over the country. We provide all the IT infrastructure for education domain ranging from Kindergarten to post
graduation such as Universities, Colleges, Schools etc.
VAPS specializes in learning and believes in blending technology with Education to make it as interactive and
meaningful to the students and teachers architecting e-Learning infrastructure for education domain.
VAPS has been in the education domain for over 14 years and advance research and development comes in
continues process to improve the study on e-learning
VAPS services in e-Labs Infrastructure & Solution

VAPS SANAKO
LANGUAGE LAB

VAPS ROBOTICS LAB

VAPS e-VIRTUAL LAB

VAPS DIGITAL e-Class
(EYERIS BOARD)

VAPS SANAKO LANGUAGE LAB

Delite Packages (15+1 Seaters)
PRODUCTS
VAPS SANAKO SOFTWARE LAB 1200
LANGAUGE LAB SETUP
Study 1200 single user software
license v.7.x
Quantity Required (Nos) :16
HEAD SET
SLH07 headsets with cables
Quantity Required (Nos) :16

Delite Packages (30+1 Seaters)

Elite Packages (15+1 Seaters)

Elite Packages (30+1 Seaters)

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

VAPS SANAKO SOFTWARE LAB 1200
LANGAUGE LAB SETUP
Study 1200 single user software
license v.7.x
Quantity Required (Nos) :31
HARDWARE
Video Live Hardware and software
license v.1.x for Study 1200
Quantity Required (Nos) :1
HEAD SET
SLH07 headsets with cables
Quantity Required (Nos) : 31

VAPS SANAKO SOFTWARE LAB 100
LANGAUGE LAB SETUP
Lab 100 SW v.8.x delivered in SW Box
Quantity Required (Nos) :1
HARDWARE
Lab 100 system connection unit, SCU032
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Lab 100 media storage unit MSU 642
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Mobile Cart for 16 seater setup
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
laptop / CPU (Teacher)
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Lab 100 UAP039, desktop model
Quantity Required (Nos) : 31
HEAD SET
SLH07 headsets with cables
Quantity Required (Nos) :16

VAPS SANAKO SOFTWARE LAB 100
LANGAUGE LAB SETUP
Lab 100 SW v.8.x delivered in SW Box
Quantity Required (Nos) :1
HARDWARE
Lab 100 system connection unit,
SCU032
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Lab 100 media storage unit MSU 642
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Mobile Cart for 31 seater setup
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
laptop / CPU (Teacher)
Quantity Required (Nos) : 1
Lab 100 UAP039, desktop model
Quantity Required (Nos) : 31
HEAD SET
SLH07 headsets with cables
Quantity Required (Nos) : 31

VAPS SANAKO’S LANGUAGE LEARNING LAB SOLUTION
LAB 100
Is simple, effective and versatile language option that provides practical tools for developing students’ foreign language skills. With its easy-to-use student digital
recording units (User Audio Panels) and teacher PC, the Lab 100 is perfect for schools that want an affordable solution that makes use of a range of Analog and
Digital audio sources to create a rich menu of effective learning activities.
Lab 100 is compatible with Microsoft technology, making it a future- proof investment and ensuring compatibility with Windows-based applications.
Study 500
Is Performance improving teaching software, which combines the use of multimedia and the internet with a suite of essential classroom management tools. Study
500- can help tutors get the maximum benefit of different types of ICT environments, ranging from work with small computer groups to controlling large computer
labs and teaching in constantly envolving classrooms. In a nutshell an ideal pedagogical platform which can assist teachers enhance delivery of any subject
effectively within the class.

VAPS SANAKO STUDY 1200
Allows teachers to incorporate Internet and IT resources into language learning, and offers voice and text based communication tools to help students interact as
much possible in the target language, with the teacher as well as with their peers. To maintain control of this exciting interactive learning environment, Study 1200
puts a number of classroom management and student monitoring resource into teachers’ hands- they remain at the center of learning!
Teachers are also equipped with a number of tools that allow them to track students’ progress, and learners are provided with many opportunities for self-directed
or independent study. The study 1200 software interface is easy to use and activity-led, leaving no room for errors or missteps in teaching routines.

VAPS SANAKO LANGUAGE LAB
USING CLASS ROOMS
CREATING MEANINGFUL LESSONS IS ONLY A FEW CLICKS AWAY
With Sanako Study 1200, all the most frequently used language learning activities are at your disposal with predefined workflows. We have designed the study tutor
interface with teachers to make sure you will spend most of your time learning to use the software. Present activities in study 1200 include.










Listening Comprehension
Model Imitation
Reading Practice
Round table discussion
Discussion
Exam Mode
Tutoring
Web Browsing
Vocabulary Test

Listening Comprehension

Reading Practice

Exam Mode

Mobile cart

TEACHING WITHOUT DISTRACTIONS
With the internet providing ample distractions, it is hard to keep students focused on the task at hand. Sanako Study
provides you with a suite of functions designed to keep you in control; Internet disabling, locking student keyboard and
mouse, monitoring, controlled web browsing, examination mode, thumbnail views of student workstations etc. You can
even launch only the necessary programs to ensure students are focused on the correct task.
REINFORCE LEARNING
Use tools that are familiar to students, such as text messaging or chat, to communicate with them in an engaging way and
reinforce learning by creating more opportunities to interact in the target language.
collaborative resources such as an interactive white board and marker tool ensure that students get actively involved in
learning
INDIVIDUALISATION
Using digital technology to provide students with individualised teaching will improve learning results and motivation. All
VAPS SANAKO Study Student Interface
combinations are available to you with the possibility to divide students into groups, pairs or assign a playlist to the entire
class with different tasks for all students.
FLEXIBILITY
You can customize teaching to better suit your students by using all the materials and methods at
your disposal conveniently through the same user friendly interface without limiting your choices,
Sanako Study even supports multiple teachers randomly located.
AN EASY TO INSTALL LANGUAGE LAB
SANAKO Lab 100 is a versatile language learning center that only requires one computer the
teacher’s Students are equipped with durable, low cost and simple to operate User Audio Panels
with high quality digital audio that is ideal for language learning.
STUDENT PLAYER
Using a simple method of dual track recording and allowing students to insert their recording into a
master track/ file along with recapping, inserting their recordings into master track / filr along with
recapping, inserting their own voice and comaparing the results in audio graph mode gives the
students the tools they need to reinforce learning and stay motivated with visual and auditory
feedback.

VAPS Sanako Study 1200 Teacher Interface

GO BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
Sanako Study 1200 comes bundled with study lite recorder, which allows students to practice
outside the classroom, at their own pace. You can easily assign additional material for
extracurricular studying.
FREE CONTENT INCLUDED
5 free English lessons come bundled with your study 1200 installation. These excerises integrate to Sanako Study 1200
installation. These excerises integrate to Sanako Study 1200 environment and can be used to demonstrate all capabilities
of Sanako content format. Check the Sanako website for information on additional content packages.
RIPPING TOOL
Study 1200 can convert your existing audio materials into more convenient Mp3, WAV, WMA or MFF format. You can
convert audio from Cds, the Internet or auxiliary sources.

VAPS Sanako Study 1200
Screenshot Audiograph

VAPS SANAKO LANGUAGE LAB TESTIMONIALS

We Provide effective, easy to use, enjoyable software for learning
VAPS SANAKO LANGUAGE LAB
Using Sanako Study 1200 we have found a way to increase the opportunities for our students to personalise their
learning. This platform helps us to conduct activities prescribed by CBSE with utmost ease. The Sanako support
system is something I urge to mention as their staff is always welcoming our problems and are always there for our
support. Our language teachers find Study 1200 very easy to use.
Principal
Satwant Kaur
Shaheed Bishan Singh Memorial Senior Secondary School, New Delhi

We are using the device and software of Sanako for our Digital Language Laboratory which seems to be good and
its performance is very satisfactory.
- Dr. G. Prabhakar
SRLC Mysore – Central Institute of Indian Languages

This is to appreciate Sanako Corporation for its tremendous support. We have taken Sanako Language Lab
software 2 years back. The software of Sanako Corporation is very user friendly. The students enjoy using this
software and it has helped students to improve their communication skills. We had a couple of training sessions
with the technical person of Sanako Corporation and they have really helped our faculty use the software
effectively. We never faced any issues with the software or the support extended by Sanako Corporation.
Dr Vinita Mohindra,
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology

VAPS STEMULATION ROBOTICS LAB

Robotics for School adding a new dimension in Education System

What is STEM?
( STEM : SCIENCE | TECHNOLOGY | ENGINEERING | MATHEMATICS )

STEM education includes every field under the umbrella of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math—everything from
chemistry to physics, software design totrigonometry. When students design, build, program, test, and operate a robot, they go
through the same critical thinking and problem solving processes as real life engineers. Robotics is a great way of increasing
STEM interest and STEM proficiency in students.
It is tough to possess advanced skills in all these areas simultaneously, thus reducing ability to effectively perform an adequate
transfer of knowledge to students. VAPS brings curriculum concepts, software platforms, and hardware devices on a single

Robotics Lab Analysis

platform.

ulation
Setting up robotics labs.
Teacher training.
Content mapped to IB/ ICSE/ CBSC / IGCSE boards.
Out Sourcing teachers to teach robotics.

Mathematics lab

Annual maintenance contracts for the robotics labs.

Highlights of Program

Robotics Lab

Gather Information - Analyzing Data - Identifying Objects, Actions & Events Organizing, Planning & Prioritizing
Work Science-Physics- Biology-Mathematics - Computer Science- Electronics Engineering - Technology- DesignTeam Work- Critical Thinking Active Listening - Complex Problem Solving- Coordination - Judgement & Decision
Making - Time Management - Monitoring- Deductive Reasoning - Inductive Reasoning - Problem Sensitivity Fluency of Ideas - Oral and written Expression Clarity

VAPS ROBOTICS LAB TESTIMONIALS
It is our pleasure to inform you that we are impressed with the
performance and dedication shown by your team. Your valuable work
focused on making improvements in the field of hands on activities
and enriching the STEM knowledge of our students. There is visible
improvement in their approach towards learning.
We really want to appreciate and congratulate your entire team on
behalf of Bethany High School for this remarkable performance

Engineering lab

VAPS e- VIRTUAL LAB

Visualizer

Elite

Smart

Delite

1. White Big Screen

1. Interactive White Board ( Touch based IWB )

1. Only Interactive White Board

2. Interactive Projector

2. Ultra Short throw Projector

2. Short throw Projector

3. e-Podium

3. Desktop with wooden cabinet

3. Desktop with wooden cabinet

4. P3D Content

4. P3D Content

4. P3D Content

5. Visualizer

5. Visualizer

5. Visualizer

6. e-Slate

6. e-Slate

6. e-Slate

7. Two Set of Voting device

7. One Set of Voting device

7. One Set of Voting device

8. Sound Systems

8. Speakers

VAPS e-Virtual Lab

Computer Lab

Class Rooms

VAPS e-VIRTUAL LAB TESTIMONIALS
When children see things they understand and learn better it also registers well in their mind. The
scanner is helpful in many ways, it helps we teachers to prepare teaching aids and project it to the whole
class, by this concentration of the children increases and the class is well disciplined.Where the
teachers can access the board from a long distance.
Especially, the programming interface of VirtualLab is incomparable to other optical design software and
provides a nearly unlimited implementation capability of customized light sources, optical components
and mathematical methods.
Judy Mohan
Supervisor
Baldwin Groups of Institutions, Bangalore

VAPS e-CLASS GERMAN BASED EYE RIS TECHNOLOGY

VAPS e-CLASS ( EYE RIS )
EyeRIS is unique of its kind Hybrid Interactive Solution. Hybrid solution is a combinaon of a Physical Whiteboard and a Portable
Solution designed keeping in mind the advantages of both and disadvantages of none.
Disadvantages of Physical Interactive Whiteboard:
Limited screen size (a standard size of 77/78") with limited aspect ratio
Large diagonal (more than 78") physical interactive whiteboard is exorbitantly expensive
Electronics circuits are attached to the board susceptible to damages
Difficulties in maintenance / a&er sales services because of large size & heavy weight

Eye Ris Board using in Lab
To overcome the drawbacks of physical interactive whiteboard, there came a breed of portable Ultrasound soluons like eBeam,
Mimio etc. (where sensing unit is fixed on the projec on board itself) and IR based Chinese portable device (fixed with the
Projector).
The advantages of these Portable soluons were:
Maintenance free and effective troubleshooting
Easy installation
Can be easily shipped back if not working
However, the major drawbacks were:
Poor writing experience as compared to PHYSICAL IWB
For ultrasound solution the poor writing performance is because of using SOUND media (slow media as compared to LIGHT)for
transmitting signals for interactivity
For Chinese IR based solution the poor writing performance is due to LINE OF SIGHT OCCLUSION issues (Shadow Problem)

Eye Ris Interactive Board

Unstable calibration
Poor IWB applicaon suite
In EyeRIS Interactive Solutions the "Visual Touch" SmartVision 3-D tracking unit is mounted on the top of the projection board at
Zaxis produces 90" Interactive surface at a distance of just 30cm from the white board. This is combination RGB (Optical) & IR
solution that uses LIGHT as a media for transmiting signals & capable of producing feather smooth / fast / real time writing
experience with zero off-sets, occlusion & calibration instability. EyeRIS IWB solution is also having OptiBar where commonly
used tools are activated on the board itself like physical IWB. It has immense flexibility to use any normal whiteboard giving an
EyeRIS Micro 6120ST
interface same as a physical Interactive Whiteboard which have got active buttons on the board. By designing a hybrid solution, (Upto 120" interactive area coverage @ 50 cm)
the user can any time use the whiteboard as a normal whiteboard where the user can use a normal writing marker (this is also a
limitation for some of the physical IWB) and on top of this use that whiteboard as an Interactive Whiteboard when needed. This
flexibility is not possible while using a Physical Whiteboard Solution or a Portable Solution.
Summarizing the quick advantage of this unique hybrid solutions are:
Well performance, Fixed setup-No calibration issue (screwed behind the board), Intuitive Software- Acting as Tablet feature of a
Smart phone, Maintenance free and effective troubleshooting (no circuitry attached on the board), Easy installation, Can be
easily shipped back if not working (global failure rate is less than 0.1%), Screen size of 90" diagonally can be achieved from a
distance of just 30 cm, No Shadow problem placed on the top of Whiteboard giving you occlusion free experience etc.

EyeRIS Micro 6090UST
(Upto 90" interacve area coverage @ 30 cm)

USP OF EYERIS IWB SOLUTIONS:
1.World’s first Interactive Solution that supports 255 touch simultaneously.
2. Feather-smooth writing experience, with real-time response.
3. Surface independent & robust installation. Low support and maintenance costs.
4. Supports Gesture Recognition, like zoom, pan, tilt, flicks and so on.
5. Super-capacitive stylus with no consumables like battery.
6. Native handwriting recognition.
7. Shape-recogni??on up to six-sided figures.
8. World first Interactive whiteboard solutions with “Cloud Access” in IWB Application, content can be accessed for free on any topic in the world.
9. Super Compressed recording (1 hour class room lecture Recording with approx. 80 MB file size only).
10. Full support for MS Office files like handwriting recognition in Word, Excel and PowerPoint.
11. Extensive Resource Library with relevant content.
12. Native Support for classroom camera solution (All 3D objects or experiments can be shown inside the classroom).
13. Geometric Tools like protractor, compass, ruler etc.Integration with MS Office.
14. Local Language Support like Hindi, Mandarin, Chinese,Japanese, German, Spanish, French etc.
15. Student Evaluation Functionality (Optional)
Corporate / Transport facilitator mainly uses vehicles to pick up & drop their employees to their residence. Because of traffic, many times employees waste lot of
time waiting at their stops. Through vehicle tracking system, employees can get SMS when vehicle reaches the predefined stops. Transport Admin. Can view
vehicle movement online and can alert the concerned people in case of online suspicious movement of the vehicle. Alerts can be sent to the concerned authority in
case of change of routes without prior confirmation.
Transport Service providers can use this facility for real time tracking of their vehicles, vehicle current location, idle time of vehicle, over speeding, rash driving, route
deviation, distance travelled per trip, etc.
WORKING PRINCIPAL
EyeRIS:
EyeRIS works on the principle of Cybernetyx Visual Touch3-D Optical tracking technology, in which a CMOS image sensor combination placed on the Z-axis
captures activities in any 3-D space, and a processor does the calculations on the position of the optical stylus in that 3-D space. The algorithm is based on a
trapezoidal correction, un-distortion of the short-focus parameters and intelligent algorithms to predict the user’s touches and actions.
ActivBoard:
Promethean ActivBoard interactive whiteboard uses Electromagnetic technology to detect and respond to sensor pen on the interactive whiteboard’s 2-D surface.
This technology uses the disturbance created by the pen in the electromagnetic field produced by the copper mesh build inside the interactive whiteboards. That
contact is then interpreted by the software to register a click.

VAPS e-CLASS in Class rooms

The difference:
• EyeRIS interactivity supports a full 3-D space unlike 2-D board surface capture in SMART Board.
• Further to the Electromagnetic technology by Promethean, EyeRIS provides a superior writing performance & user experience though its “Natural Sense” hybrid
touches technology developed by Cybernetyx.
• EyeRIS currently supports advanced features like Multitouch gestures supporting as many as 255 simultaneous touch points. Even Promethean 500 series’
claims of supporting 5 touch points (Multi-touch) render a sub-optimal performance for the user. And even Cost 3 times of EyeRIS.

DIGITAL e-CLASS TESTIMONIALS

“Digital Classroom is not just about consuming the content containing videos, pictures and worksheets, rather it is
about creating your own content and explaining it with an advanced interactive tool”
Mr. KC Pandey,
Principal,
Delhi Public School, Haridwar.

“We are absolutely satisfied with the way the team through its authorized partners have handled this digital classroom
integration project. The service responsiveness & professionalism were extremely high. The systematic approach
towards addressing this time-bound large integration project was really praise worthy. All our teachers are happy &
satisfied with Interactive Solutions
Varghese Kurian,
ICFF Festival Director & Head CMS Films &
Radio Division, City Montessori School, Lucknow.
1. Effective teaching through audio- visual aids
2. Students have keen interest in watching smart class will remind in their mind forever.
3. To keep children active in the class for whole period.
4. With the help of internet we can teach the topics related to our subjects.
5. Extra knowledge other than given syllabus can be gained by teachers and students
Jyothi
Balabharati English Medium School, Bellary, Karnataka

Few of our esteemed VAPS e-Labs Clients are

University
Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana ,Bangalore, Karnataka
Dr.D.Y.PATIL Vidyapeeth
DYPATIL Medical College, Pune, Maharashtra
DYPATIL Engineering College, Pune, Maharashtra
DYPATIL Public School, Pune, Maharashtra
DYPATIL Pre School, Pune, Maharashtra
Baldwin Groups of Institutions
Baldwin Boys High School, Bangalore, Karnataka.
Baldwin Girl’s High School, Bangalore, Karnataka.
Baldwin Co-Education Extn. High School, Bangalore, Karnataka.
Desiya Vidya Kendra Trust
Ambalal Jain Saraswathi Matriculation Vidyalaya, Gudiyattam, Tamilnadu.
Saraswathi Vidyalaya Matric. Hr. Sec. School, Gudiyattam, Tamilnadu.
International Schools / Schools
Silicon city Academy, Bangalore,Karnataka.
Tunbridge School, Bangalore,Karnataka.
Balabarathi English Medium School, Bellary, Karnataka.
Padmashree National School,Bangalore, Karnataka.
(VSM) Vanitha Seva Mandali School,Bangalore, Karnataka.
Asia Pacific International School, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.
Sri Vivekanandha School, Korator, Chennai, Tamilnadu
Prabodhini Vidya Kendra, Kalasa, Chikmagular Dist, Karnataka.
D.C.M International School, Ferozepur, Punjab.
Magnum International School, Bangalore, Karnataka.
Hospitals
State Institute of Health & Family Welfare, Bangalore, Karnataka.

Branding Technologies

